Swedish Chemicals Agency’s Products Register

According to the Swedish Chemical regulation the obligation to report lies either on the importer, supplier or the manufacturer.

A product report shall be submitted by companies that:

- Carry out professional manufacture or transfer of chemical products or biotechnical organisms to Sweden
- Transfer, package, repackage or change the name of a chemical product or a biotechnical organism.
- For further transfer make mixtures (preparations) of chemical products or biotechnical organisms.
- Manufacture or transfer to Sweden chemical pesticides that have to be reported.

The above applies to:

- Products which are determined to be reported under the statistical Customs Tariff Number in the annex to the Chemical Products and Biotechnical Organisms Ordinance (2008:245).
- If the product volume manufactured or imported reaches the minimum amount of 100 kg per product.

Commercial agents

An enterprise may also obtain a permission to make a product report on behalf of its customer, see Permit to a commercial agent.

- The company shall also, regardless of volume, report the activity to the Products Register.
- The company needs to do an activity report (and it must contain information on the company, such as name, address, corporate identity number and contact)

When a company commences an activity involving chemicals and, the products has to be reported, a report on the activity must be submitted to the Swedish Chemicals Agency´s chemical products register.

The attached link is forms for reporting

The expenses:


Cap. 5, 5 §

1. Chemical fee shall be paid annually for the calendar year and shall consist of a First registry fee of 600 SEK for each product or organism with a maximum of 70,000 SEK per year, and
2. The amount of fee by 12 SEK per ton products and organisms, but not more than 70 000 SEK per year.

However, the commercial agent will be responsible to report products and volume for all customers in Sweden. This means that the 70 000 will be distributed on ALL THE clients that they have in Sweden (where it is the total volume that will matter).

For more information please read:

http://www.kemi.se/Documents/Publikationer/Trycksaker/Faktablad/FbProdregEngSep10.pdf

Or on the Swedish Chemicals Agency’s website:

http://www.kemi.se/en/Content/Products-Register/Product-report/

If you have any questions, please contact:

Marianne Nushi
CSR & Environmental Manager
Trioplast Industrier AB
Phone: +46 418 43 79 11
Mobile: +46 706 20 79 11
E-mail: marianne.nushi@trioplast.com